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Darrell,
 
Attached are the staff’s preliminary comments on the subject topical report. As we
discussed, these comments are provided to facilitate the discussions between Kairos and
the staff. When you are ready, we look forward to discussing these with you and the Kairos
team. In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390, we will do this in as public a manner as possible
while respecting the proprietary information in the report.
 
Stu
 
Stewart Magruder
Senior Project Manager, Advanced Reactor Licensing Branch
Division of Advanced Reactors
NRC Office of New Reactors
301-348-5766
Stewart.Magruder@nrc.gov
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NRC Preliminary Comments on Kairos Power PDC Topical Report



May 23, 2019



The following comments and questions are provided for the purpose of continuing the discussion between the staff and Kairos Power regarding the PDC Topical Report. Some of the questions may become formal RAIs.



Note that some comments and questions contain examples from portions of the report. These examples should be considered indicative and not a comprehensive list. 



1. Systems and terminology are not defined consistently in the report. For example, explicit definitions are needed for Reactor System, Reactor Fuel, Reactor Coolant Boundary, etc. The staff recommends adding a definitions section to this report, and other technical and topical reports. Based on the current lack of definitions, the staff has identified areas that may require revision and/or clarification. Several of these comments are related to PDC 10. 



a. In the “basis” text for PDC 10, Kairos states: “For KP-FHR, the term “system” refers to the fuel, molten salt coolant, and any connected systems that are not isolated and could contribute to dose”



· Does this definition for “system” apply to the entire report (i.e. the other PDCs)? For example, the “residual heat removal system” (The staff believes that the answer is: no). 



· In Technical Report KP-TR-001, “Overview of the Kairos Power Fluoride Salt Cooled, High Temperature Reactor,” the definition for the “Reactor System” is broader than the PDC topical report. Section 0.2 of KP-TR-001 states, “…the Reactor System, containing the reactor core… and also contains the major reactor supporting systems such as the heat removal and normal shutdown cooling, fueling, and defueling as well as structural supports.”  Therefore, is the definition of “system” in PDC 10 intended to be “Reactor System”?



· Furthermore, are definitions for “Reactor System” between the two Kairos reports intended to be the same? Are the “heat removal and normal shutdown cooling, fueling, and defueling as well as structural supports” also defined as “connected systems that are not isolated and could contribute to dose”? The PDC topical report should be clarified, and future reports (and revisions to reports) should use the same terminology. 



b. PDC 10 is based on GDC 10. GDC 10 states that the “reactor core” and supporting systems, controls, and instrumentation need to ensure that the SAFDLs are met. This applies to normal and AOO conditions. PDC 10 expands upon the concept of “reactor core” and defines “reactor system.” The new Kairos PDC definition includes the fuel, the salt coolant, and the connected, non-isolable systems. This also implies that all reactor systems are necessary for normal operations and AOOs to meet SARRDLs.






Kairos should confirm that this definition is appropriate:



· In Section 3.2.1, Kairos describes the SARRDL concept for the KP-FHR design. It appears that the salt coolant has a SARRDL function to keep the TRISO fuel covered.

However, PDC 10 states that the connected, non-isolable systems are part of the Reactor System would be associated with the SARRDL concept. 

Are connected, non-isolable systems credited with SARRDL functions? If so, what are these systems?


· PDC 10 applies to normal and AOO conditions. The PDC suggests that the non-isolable systems are part of radionuclide control during normal operations. 

Are connected, non-isolable systems credited with SARRDL functions only during normal operations and AOOs? Are the systems credited during accidents? 


· The PDC topical report states, “For KP-FHR, the term “system” refers to the fuel, molten salt coolant, and any connected systems that are not isolated and could contribute to dose”

Do any of the connected systems contribute to dose, or are there dose concerns associated with the contents of these systems? This aspect might be addressed by PDC 14. 


· In the basis discussion for PDC 10, Kairos states that the reactor system contains the “fuel.” Should the staff identify this term to mean the same thing as the “reactor core” in PDC 11 and PDC 12? Also, does the term “fuel” only apply to the TRISO particles, or include the pebble fuel elements? The definition may need to be revised, and/or a new definition may need to be created.  


· The PDC definition for “reactor system” includes coolant. Does the coolant have a SARRDL function during normal and AOO conditions? Or does any function only apply to accident conditions?


c. It is not clear whether PDC 10 applies to portions of the salt cleanup and storage system. These systems may have concentrated levels of radionuclides compared to the bulk salt in the reactor system. 





The staff expectation is that the cold traps and holdup tanks will be designed with appropriate margin for normal and AOO conditions. An AOO would include malfunctions of pumps which could result in a molten salt surge. The staff also expects that cold traps and holdup tanks will be designed for accident conditions. 

Does PDC 10 apply to these systems? Does another PDC apply?



d. In the basis of PDC 10, Kairos describes the “reactor system.” PDC 14 and 15 discuss the “reactor coolant boundary.” The “reactor coolant boundary” is not discussed in the definition of “reactor system.” Should the staff assume consistent terminology with LWRs? (i.e. the reactor coolant boundary is “any connected systems that are not isolated and could contribute to dose”). "Reactor coolant boundary” may require a definition based upon how the safety functions of the primary coolant system are described in other PDCs. 



e. In PDC 35, is “reactor core” the correct term? Should the term be reactor “reactor system” (which is used in more PDCs), or “reactor vessel?”





2. PDC 4 and PDC 14. The staff will provide Kairos with terminology to replace the “extremely low probability” and “extremely low.” 



Historically, the term “extremely low probability” is based upon the dynamic behavior of large component failures in LWRs and has a definition of 10-6 years.



The Kairos design should not experience a large steam evolution/explosion by a component in the primary coolant system. Additionally, considering that the KP-FHR design will experience creep (a temperature-time dependent phenomena), it is likely that no advanced reactor could justify 10-6 years of operation without creep rupture. 



In this manner, NRC guidance and criteria for “extremely low probability” of failures would represent an inappropriate standard without a sufficiently documented basis for protection of public health and safety. The staff also acknowledges that the requirement to use a probabilistic evaluation may have unintended consequences (considering data scatter in creep testing) which would not be consistent the original intent of GDC 4 and GDC 14. For these reasons, the NRC is reconsidering the wording of these ARDC in Revision 0 of RG 1.232. 



A methodology for determining the required robustness of components should be developed for the KP-FHR based upon: the dynamic behavior of the KP-FHR after the failure of a component, and the consequences to the public health and safety. 



The staff will provide Kairos and the industry with further guidance.  



3. PDC 17 and elsewhere. In the third paragraph of PDC 17 Kairos uses the terminology “safety-significant functions.” In previous paragraphs “safety function” is used. Kairos should use consistent terminology or should provide a discussion on the differences between “safety function” and “safety-significant function” in this PDC and other relevant PDCs. Also, for PDC 61, please clarify whether the spent fuel cooling system is “safety-significant” or not for the KP-FHR. 



4. PDC 19



a) By eliminating “maintain it in a safe condition,” the criteria reads as if the only operator actions, if necessary, will be performed under normal plant conditions, whereas under accident conditions, no operator actions would be performed, and staff would only then be in a monitoring mode.  Please clarify the intent of only including the language to monitor accident conditions.



b) The words “maintain it in a safe condition” have been removed. Is there any chance for a criticality event to occur after being shutdown?  What would happen if this event occurred?



c) Will there be any actions/decisions related to stabilizing the plant before entering into a mode in which operators will only “monitor” the plant?  What kind of cues (displays/alarms) or procedures are necessary to complete these actions/decisions.



d) The first paragraph has inserted the word “monitor” – this term suggests that operators can observe system states (presumably using I&C) but that they will not have any means of intervening (using controls) with the system when operating parameters are out of spec.  We recognize that some automated and passive systems may not require operator intervention when they are working appropriately, but it is unclear how operators will respond when the parameters they are monitoring are behaving unexpectedly unless there are also “controls” available. 

· Note: The wording in the ARDC used terminology “maintain in a safe condition” that would allow for a monitoring only scheme (in other words, no controls), assuming it could be validated.  Therefore, it’s unclear why this language was altered (see Fig 1, p23).



e) Where are the operators expected to be located or relocated to during an accident? Would observations and monitoring take place inside or outside of the control room?  The changes to the PDC imply that a unique conduct of ops will be used.



f) The second paragraph of PDC 19 includes a reference to controls (and procedures), but they are outside the MCR. This suggests that some level of control may be needed in contrast to the first paragraph.  

a. Habitability of the control room is ensured by the PDC, but there is no assurance of habitability at the locations outside the control room where the controls are located.  How can operators safely control the plant if the controls are not located in the habitable area?

5. PDC 30: Based upon the definition of Reactor System (which includes the coolant, fuel, and connected systems) the staff is not sure whether leakage and leakage rates could result in a challenge to SARRDL.  If the amount of reactor coolant leakage is safety-significant (either to cool the core or to prevent a hazard caused by the leakage outside the reactor) than quantification of that leakage would be a safety-significant function.  For the KP-FHR: is there a need to quantify the amount of leakage to meet SARRDL?  

If so, the following may be added to PDC 30:

 “…... Means shall be provided for detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the  location of the source of reactor coolant leakage.  The acceptable leakage limits are provided, as applicable.”



6. As PDC 31 is currently written, Kairos states that only safety-significant portions of the reactor coolant boundary will be protected from nonbrittle failure and rapidly propagating failure. In general, the staff is concerned that only portions of the RCB would be designed to prevent non-brittle failure and rapidly propagating failure. If the entirety of the RCB is not designed to prevent these failures, then the frequency of failure of the primary coolant boundary should reflect this design decision. 



Furthermore, if non-safety-significant components are not designed to prevent large breaks than what is the basis for PDC 33 only protecting from small breaks? Kairos should re-evaluate PDCs 31 and 33:

a. In order to justify the change to PDC 31, provide a technical basis why the lower safety-significant systems in the reactor coolant boundary should not be designed to minimize nonbrittle failure or rapidly propagating failure. 

b. The arbitrary language of “small breaks” in PDC 33 does not align with PDC 31’s requirement for safety significance. If large breaks are safety-significant than PDC 33 should be adjusted. If small breaks in safety-significant portions are important to the safety of the KP-FHR than PDC 33 should be revised. As written, PDC 33 suggests that all small breaks in the reactor coolant system are safety-significant and could impact SARRDLs. 

c. For PDC 33, Is the plan to make reactor coolant makeup safety-significant, and/or does it have any safety-significant functions related to chemistry control and/or inventory control?.



7. PDC 32. International advanced reactor operators and regulators have found that inspection of all safety-significant components may be difficult. For these cases, operators have proposed monitoring in lieu of inspections. While the staff has not provided guidance on the use of monitoring in lieu of inspections, it would be prudent for Kairos to permit the use of monitoring of the reactor coolant boundary in PDC 32. This measure would ensure flexibility if inspections and functional testing are not feasible. 



Recommend adding the phrase “… designed to permit (1) periodic inspection, monitoring, and functional testing…”



8. PDC 32. As written, the material surveillance program only applies to the RPV. 

· Is Kairos proposing any material surveillance program for other safety-significant components? 

· Is Kairos proposing any material surveillance program to collect data on advanced aged materials (like a sample in the hot leg) which could be used to support operability evaluations of safety-significant components (like the RPV)?

· Is Kairos proposing a material surveillance program for graphite core-support materials?





9. PDC 34 states that the RHR will remove “fission product decay heat and other residual heat from the reactor core.” Are there other sources of residual heat in the “reactor system” that should be accounted for as only the reactor core is stated? Should the RHR system account for the residual heat in the intermediate system? (for instance, in the event of a loss of feedwater)



10. PDC 35 is focused on heat and its impact on reactor fuel and the internal structures which could impede core cooling. Are the residual heat concerns bounding if they only consider reactor fuel and the reactor internals? Other components that are less resistant to creep might fail before the reactor internals. Failure of other components could lead to a blocked flow channel. Kairos should provide a justification that scope of reactor fuel and reactor internal structures ensures that sufficient core cooling is provided. 



11. In PDC 44 does the phrase “safety-significant” apply to a non-safety-significant system whose failure could impact safety-significant equipment? Specifically, would this PDC be applicable to cooling systems which ensure that non-safety-significant items (like a beam, for example) does not creep-rupture during an accident?



12. PDC 44 requires that features and suitable interconnections, leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall be provided to ensure that the system safety function can be accomplished, assuming a single failure.  Clarify whether the above requirements are applicable to KP-FHR spent fuel cooling system. For large light water reactors, GDC 44 is applicable to the spent fuel cooling system. 



13. The staff has several questions relating to the intermediate coolant system and whether the SFR-DCs would apply. 



a) Kairos states that SFR-DC 70, “Intermediate coolant system,” (Page 75) does not apply because the KP-FHR does not contain sodium. However, the intermediate system criteria (SFR-DC 70, 75-77) does not describe the applicability of these design criteria in that manner. The staff intent was to apply the set of criteria to any SFR even if the applicant isn’t using sodium in the intermediate system. For this reason, the staff did not discuss “sodium” in the content of SFR-DC 70, 75-77. 

The requirements in SFR-DC 70 are generic could apply to any reactor design that has an intermediate coolant system. These requirements are: (1) the design conditions of the intermediate coolant boundary are not exceeded during normal operations, including anticipated occupational occurrences, and (2) the integrity of the primary coolant boundary is maintained during postulated accidents. These goals are performance-based and ensure that normal operations, AOOs, and accident conditions do not result in a more safety-significant event. For example, while a SG tube rupture would not cause a sodium fire for the KP-FHR as was the SFR-DC intent, the rupture would cause a pressure increase in the intermediate loop. The intermediate loop should be designed to prevent damage to the primary loop or should be designed to accommodate the pressure without failure of the intermediate system.


b) SFR-DCs 75, “Quality of the intermediate coolant boundary,” and 77, “Inspection of the intermediate coolant boundary,” should be applicable as well. The safety-significant portion(s) of the intermediate coolant system would need to have quality standards, inspection, and testing. If the KP-FHR does not have safety-significant portions of the intermediate system, then this criterion would not apply for that reason. 





c) The staff would like further justification why SFR-DCs 76, “Fracture prevention of the intermediate coolant boundary,” should be not-applicable. A nonbrittle failure or rapidly propagating failure of the intermediate system would result in large, rapid dispersion of the intermediate system’s coolant. Kairos should discuss the consequences of this event. 


d) Regarding SFR-DC 70, the Kairos “basis” discussion (page 75) states that protection from adverse interactions in the primary loop are covered by PDC 4. The staff disagrees because PDC 4 doesn’t address chemical compatibility concerns associated with leakage (the ARDC/GDC 4 specifically addresses “environmental conditions”). 


14. Kairos has proposed to delete parts of PDC 73 (SFR-DC 78) since SFR-DC 78 references the use of a chemically incompatible primary/secondary fluid.  The staff understands that Kairos proposes to use salts that they state are chemically compatible.  However, the staff disagrees that the deleted portion of SFR-DC 78 isn’t applicable. Based on the proposed KP-FHR design, Kairos may be able to provide information to demonstrate it meets the intent of the deleted text. The staff recommends leaving the wording from the SFR-DC 78 in the Kairos PDC 73.  When Kairos finalizes their design and demonstrates that the salts are compatible, it will have shown this PDC is satisfied as originally written.



15. Kairos has proposed to edit PDC 70 (SFR-DC 71) to remove requirements to maintain cover gas purity within specified design limits.  The basis states, “The purity of the molten salt coolant is important for the structural integrity of components within the reactor vessel and to ensure that flow paths remain clear and do not impact decay heat removal. In addition, impurities could affect the radioactivity retention properties of the coolant.” Contamination of cover gas by air or moisture would impact purity of the coolant salt.  How will Kairos ensure the purity of the molten salt coolant if the cover gas is not monitored and maintained at a specific purity? Will the molten salt purification system be designed with additional margin?



Additionally, as per Criterion 34, “Reactor and Intermediate Coolant and Cover Gas Purity Control,” of NUREG-0968, part of the basis to maintain cover gas purity is to ensure the coolant purity is acceptable.



16. Section 1.1.1 of the PDC topical report states, “…the KP-FHR contains design features similar in nature to those found in the SFR or MHTGR, and it does not add fundamentally new or unique features from those present in the SFR o MHTGR designs.”



The staff notes that the KP-FHR contains a fueling/defueling system which is unique to the KP-FHR system. Does Kairos propose any PDCs for the fueling/defueling system? 



If not, supplement Section 1.1.1 of the report with a discussion on why the fueling/defueling system and the operation of this system would not be expected to impact public health and safety. 



17. PDC 70 discusses systems to maintain purity of the coolant salt but doesn’t appear to discuss the initial purification.  Kairos recognizes the importance of coolant salt purity for the integrity of structural components. 



Does Kairos propose any PDCs, or revisions to PDCs, for the initial salt purity? If not, the reactor coolant topic report (which discusses initial purity of the molten salt) would not have a regulatory nexus with this PDC. 

More discussion during the review of the reactor coolant topical report may be necessary with Kairos to determine the specific details on how initial purification will be conducted.
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